
 

 

Early February and nobody would’ve put money on skiing the goods on the seventh 
annual AMGA Cat Day on Vail Pass. Made possible by AMGA lifetime member Kyle 
Lefkoff and his wife, Cindy, as well as the pow-mad posse at Vail Powder Guides, the 
stars aligned and the weather gods delivered: blower! 
 
A little business was done, too, as the Cat Day is one of the AMGA’s best fundraisers of 
the year--this edition netted the organization 8K towards furthering guiding as a 
profession in the US.  
 
Biz was the last thing on anyone’s mind, though. After a dismal early season--which 
came after a pretty lackluster 2011/12 winter--most participants were expecting to enjoy 
each other’s company and just survive the turns. Bit by bit, though, a terribly dry 
January yielded to consistent precip in early February. By the 15th of the month 
participants had arrived from as far away as California and New York, and the locals 
drove I-70 with the stoke factor high. A big storm cycle laid down a couple feet...and 
suddenly winter was ON! 
 
As the VPG crew fired up the cat with more than a foot of fresh overnight, it was clear it 
was going to be great skiing. AMGA Executive Director Betsy Winter, a proud new 
mama, showed up with her skis, helmet, mountain-minx Arcteryx outfit...and breast 
pump rig. You read that correctly. Ben, Jenna, Amanda, Barrett, and Joey Thompson 
from VPG had their game plan for spicy avy conditions, high winds, and deep snow. 
And the rest of us--we promised to make fast transitions and milk as many runs out of 
the day as we could.  
 
A few laps into the session, Betsy indeed ducked into the cab of the cat and pumped. 
The gang got a chuckle out of it, but the consensus was, “Well, duh...” We were skiing 
knee-deep low-density goodness, of course she was gonna pump on the up and jump 
right back in for the down!  
 
VPG sussed out their best terrain for a day of considerable avy danger. We witnessed 
one small natural slide, but good guiding meant we skied blower without provoking the 
snowpack. It was the first good ski of the year for most of us and finally coverage was 
solid--no core shots, no moans after surfing rocks, no near misses.  
 
We lunched in the VPG yurt, wood-fired stove cranked and hot soup steaming. It was a 
toss up whether to eat on the go or relax in the yurt, but ultimately a strong wind and 
cold temps made the call easy. By day’s end it didn’t hurt our tally too much: ten laps on 
great snow, with great friends, and money in the bank.  
 
And next year? There’s talk of two consecutive days...so start angling for an invite now!  
 
 
 



 

 

A huge thanks goes out to this year’s participents:  Kyle and Cindy Lefkoff, King Grant, 
Scott Soden, John Winsor, Charles Goldman, Jim and Donna Bold, Kyle O'Neil, Andy 
Tuthill, Mike Decker, and Vail Powder Guides.  Your donations give so much to the 
organization and are much appreciated.   
 
Another thanks goes to the guides who showed us what being a part of the AMGA is all 
about: Amos Whiting, Joey Thompson and Rob Coppolillo.  Thanks for showing the 
group the goods! 
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